
AERO 2023 ‐ FRIEDRICHSHAFEN

Deposit: £220 Single Room: £340
Cost includes: Luxury Coach transportation, Ferries, 7 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast)

UPGRADES

£199 

Depart late evening for our ferry crossing to Calais.

TUE 15 We depart in the morning for EGELSBACH for a ramp visit. Then on to WORMS and finally STUTTGART 
We have a full ramp tour and our hotel is near the end of the runway.

FRI 18 After breakfast we depart on a circuit of the lake. We visit WILDBERG, then a quick visit into Austria and.

THU 17 Today we visit the main exhibition in the morning, as well as the terminal side of the airport.In the evening

MON 21 Our final day sees stops at CERFONTAINE, CHARLEROI and a short stop at BRUSSELS, before returning to 

the UK, arriving back late evening.

we again visit MARKDORF, then return to our hotel. 

WED 16 After a quick look at morning arrivals, we depart for stops at ULM and LEUTKIRSH. Then the first of several

MON 14 Early stops at LIEGE and then KOLN BONN, before arriving at FRANKFURT. We spend some time at the end
of the runway, before check-in at our regular hotel, with views of the whole airport and a short walk from the bridge view. 

Fly out or back. Join us en-route

DOUBLE SEAT 
& Free Drinks

Several other stops will be made, where we find interesting aircraft scattered around on our journey. 

Cost: £799

SUN 13

APRIL 13‐21

visits to MARKDORF to see the first days visitors, expected to be 120 plus. Our hotel is near Lindau.

HOHENEMS. Then into Switzerland and visits at ST GALLEN including the FFA museum and then LOMMIS. Then a
short visit at KONSTANZ and RADOFZELL. Finally, another quick visit at MARKDORF, then our hotel.

SAT 19 We have a quick visit to FRIEDRICHSHAFEN and MARKDORF, then head north to SAUGAU, MENGEN and 
HAHNWEIDE. Our overnight hotel is back at STUTTGART.

SUN 20 Today we visit BADEN BADEN, HAGENAU, PERMASENS, ZWEIBRUCKEN and SAARBRUCKEN. Our 
final stop is LUXEMBOURG and overnight hotel, across from the terminal.

A very popular event for those who are interested in all aircraft and a 
very chilled out tour around this area.

AERO FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 2024
DATE TBC


